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The physical ideas and ~he mathematical methods developed in superconductivity theory are 
applied to a study of the properties of light nuclei. On the basis of the shell model of the nu
cleus, it is shown that account of the residual interactions of protons and neutrons located 
near the Fermi surface leads to the appearance of superfluid states. Data on the binding en
ergy of the last neutron in the 22 :::; A :::; 32 region indicate the presence of paired ( pp), ( nn), 
and ( np) correlations with the same quantum numbers s and m connected with the super
fluidity of light nuclei. 

APPLICATION of physical ideas and mathematical 
methods developed in superconductivity theory1 to 
the theory of heavy nuclei has proved to be very 
fruitful. The residual interactions of protons and 
neutrons found in the outer shell of light nuclei can 
also lead to a large role for pair correlations and 
to the appearance of a superfluid state, i.e., to an 
energetically more favorable state than that of com
plete degeneracy of the Fermi gas. In this connec
tion, it is of interest to consider the possibility of 
the appearance of a superfluid state of a light nuc
leus and to investigate its basic properties. The 
present paper is devoted to the study of these ques
tions. 

Taking the shell model of the nucleus as a base, 
we shall investigate certain properties of light nu
clei with atomic weight A lying in the range 16 
< A < 40, where one can still use the hypothesis of 
isotopic invariance. We shall assume that the pro
tons and neutrons forming the closed shell Z = 8, 
N = 8 create a radially symmetric field, which is 
distorted somewhat by nucleons lying outside this 
shell. Therefore our consideration applies directly 
to even weakly deformed nuclei (this restriction 
evidently has a purely methodological character), 
i.e., to nuclei lying in the 22 :::; A :::; 32 interval. 2 

We consider the residual interactions of protons 
and neutrons lying in the outer shell. The most 
significant difference of these interactions in light 
nuclei in comparison with heavy nuclei is the pres
ence of neutron-proton interactions in addition to 
pp and nn interactions. We shall characterize 
the state of the nucleon by a choice of quantum 
numbers s, the quantum number m (the abso
lute value of the projection of the momentum along 
the axis of symmetry of the nucleus ) , and the num-

ber p = ± 1 (the sign of this projection), while 
in the case of LS coupling p also characterizes 
the direction of the spin. 

The Hamiltonian of the residual interactions of 
the nucleons close to the Fermi surface, i.e., in 
the region EF- o :::; E ( s, m) :::; EF + .6., will be 
written in the isotopically symmetric form; that 
is, 

H = .E {£ (s, m)- 'A} {apm (s)+apm (s} + bpm (st bpm (s)} 

+ 1/4 .EJ (s1, s2, s~, s~ I p1m1, p2m2; p~m~, p~m~) 

X {ap,m, (s1tap,m, (s2taP· m' (s~) aP• m' (s) 
. - 2 ! 1 1 

+ bp,m, (s1t bp,m, (s2tbp' m' {s:) bP· m' {s~) 
2 2 • 2 2 

+ 2ap,m, (s1r bp,m, (s2t bp' m' (s~) ap' m' (s~)}. 
2 ! 1 1 

(1) 

Here summation is carried out over s, s1, s 2, s1, 
s2 for all positive values of m, m 1, m 2, mJ., m~, 

and for p = ± 1, while 

amp ( s ) , bmp ( s ) are the operators of absorption 
of a proton and a neutron, A. is a parameter play
ing the role of a chemical potential, which is de
fined by the condition 

s, m,p 

We carry out a linear canonical transformation 

Gpm (s) = Um (s) IXm,-p + (JVm (s) oci;,P + inm (s) ~m.-p 

+ ipwm (s)~;';,p, 
bprn (s) = Um (s) ~m.-p + PVm (s) ~i;,P + inm (s) OCm,-p 

(3) 

where the real functions um, Vm, nm, wm are 
related by the following relation 
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(4) ground state of an even nucleus does not depend on 
how the nucleons are coupled together: protons with 
protons or neutrons with neutrons or also coupling 

(5) of protons with neutrons takes place. 

We determine the new vacuum state by there
lation 

~pm (s) 'Y = ~pm {s) 'Y = 0. 

Solving (5), we obtain a wave function of the new 
vacuum state in the following form 

'Y = IT {(u;';, + n;';,) + (v;';, + w;';,) a;J;+a;J;_b;J;+b;l;_ 

The first excited state in light even-even nuclei 
(and also in odd-odd nuclei, in which N = Z, when 
the last neutron and proton are described by the 
same quantum numbers) is separated from the 

+ ..!.. · ground state by an energy gap of order 2E, and the 
+ (UmVm- Wmnm) (am+ a,;._- b;);+b;/;_) b h f 1 

s. m 

e avior o sing e particle excitation levels in these 
+ i (umwm + nmvm) (a;i;+b;l;_- a;J;_b;J;+)} 'Yo, (6) nuclei ought to be similar to the same degree to 

where apm ( s) '110 = 0. The canonical transforma- which isotopic invariance is valid. However, for 
tion (3) is so chosen that the np interaction is taken the explanation of energy levels and the energy of 
into account, i.e., so that coupling of nuclei in the region 22 ::::; A ::::; 32, one 

Further, proceeding as in reference 3, we find 
the mean value of the energy operator H over the 
new vacuum state, and we determine the urn ( s ), 
Vm(s ), nm(s ), and wm(s) from the condition of 
the minimum H; as a result, we get 

Cm(s)-t- 1/2] J(s, s'lm,-m; 
s'm' 

' em' (s')2 
-m m') =0, ' y~ (s', m')2 + 2Cm. (s')2 

UmVm- Wmnm = UmWm + nmVm = - Cm (s) I 2s {s, m); 

where 

Cm (s) = 2J J (s, s' I m,- m; - m', m') (urn· (s') Vm· (s') 
s'm' 

- nm• (s) Wm· (s')), 

(7) 

(8) 

E (s, m) = v~ (s, m) 2 + 2Cm (s) 2, ~ (s, m) = E (s, m)- )., 

u;11 +n~n= 1/2 (l+E(s, m)/s(s, m)), 

X v;';, + w;>;, = 1/ 2 (I - E (s, m)/ s (s, m )). 

Let us consider the approximation 

J = const, p = const, (9) 

i.e., J and the level density p are constant in the 
energy range EF- o ::::; E ::::; EF + .6.. We solve Eqs. 
(7) and (2) in the same way as in reference 4 and 
obtain 

C= f(4Q-n)n~. 
e21°- 1 2 V2p ' (10) 

E ).-2Q-n 
F- - ~ e2/G- 1 ' (11) 

where G = - pJ, n =number of neutrons, while n 
is the number of levels in the outer shell of the nu
cleus. We note that C = C0 /.f2, E = E0, where 
C0 and Eo correspond to the case of the absence 
of np interaction. 4 

Thus, if the model considered for a light nucleus 
is valid, then the residual (after separation of the 
self-consistent field) np, pp, and nn interactions 
lead to the formation of a superfluid state of the nu
cleus. It should be noted that the energy of the 

must take into consideration the quadruple corre
lation of a -particle-like nucleons in addition to 
pair correlations; these new correlations evidently 
play a very important role and somewhat mask the 
effect of pair correlations. 

We now consider the data of Brink and Kerman2 

pertaining to the coupling energy of the last neutron 
in light nuclei. The binding energy of the last nu
cleon in 12MgU, 13Al~l, and 15PfL where all the 
neutrons are coupled, is of the order of 11 Mev, 
while in the nuclei 12Mg~~. 12Mgn, and 14Sii~. 
where the last neutron is not coupled, it is of the 
order of 7 Mev. Further neutron-proton couplings 
in 11Nan, 13AlU, and 15 P~~ reduce to a last-neu
tron binding energy of the order of 11 Mev, and in 
odd-odd nuclei, where the last proton and neutron 
are described by different quantum numbers and 
therefore the pair correlation between them does 
not exist, the binding energy of the last neutron 
is also of the order of 7 Mev. 

Thus the data on the binding energies of the last 
neutron in light nuclei confirm our assumption of 
the presence of np, pp, and nn pair correlations 
with identical quantum numbers s and m, lead
ing to a superfluid state of light nuclei. 

In conclusion we express our gratitude to N. N. 
Bogolyubov for his very interesting discussions. 
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